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Hatton. The D.N.B., has called him " Puritan," because he was a censurer of vices.
But he was a member of the Established Church from which the Puritans had
broken away.1
Describing " godlie fame," Lupton points out that no one can achieve it unless
he tread the right path. Such a one must be "gentle, affable, patient, ready to
forgive; merciful, ...a helper of many, a hurter of none, a nourisher of the needy}
a feeder of the fatherless, and a faithful Christian"
This is Lupton's description of the same personage who in "La Vie
Abominable " had been held up as a traitor, oppressor, murderer, and atheist; and
of whom Froude asserted three centuries later that "Dudley combined in himself
the worst qualities of both sexes: without courage, without talent, without virtue''
Lupton, having defined " godlie fame," emphasises that such is the " fame your
honour seeks daily to acquire," as can be seen from Leicester's life, " if truth may
try it, if the act may affirm it, if practise may prove it.... What good thing hath
been granted... but you have been guide to get it? what good public suit but that
your honour hath set forward? what common profit but you have procured?"
Undated, this may have been written in 1584 or early '85; because Lupton
alludes to " slanderous reportes," and foretells that the slanderers will by Leicester's
good deeds be made " ashamed " and their mendacities be " banished."
But our historians still lean on Camden and Naunton,—who were drawing
upon the libels; instead of comparing the allegations of the post mortem detractors
with what was written in his lifetime to and about Leicester, not only by his
intimates in the Council, but by many contemporary men of letters: Gabriel Harvey,
Arthur Golding, Edmund Spenser, Thomas Digges; Harrison, Green, Lupton,
Malim, Featherstone, Stocker, Whitney, and a host of others.
Lupton was noted for his stern morality, so let us notice further in what spirit
he approached the Sardanapalus, Nero, and Heliogabalus of "La Vie
Abominable ":
" What poor friendless suitor hath your Lordship rejected, and have not many
learned men by you been preferred? " Alluding to Leicester's known readiness to
" aid and help " the deserving, he asks who can prove Leicester to have hurt any?
" You deserve to be loved by all, and hated of none"
" But as Cain did envy his brother Abel because he was better beloved of God, . . .
and as Joseph was hated or his brethren because they thought he should come to promo-
tion, even so if your Honour be not esteemed as you have deserved, neither yet loved as
I0f Lupton's works those in the B.M. are his play "AH for Money" 1578; "A Persuasive from
Papistrie . . ." 1581, dedicated to "the Queenes Majesty"; "A Thousand Notable Things of Sundry
Sortes" 1595: dedicated to Lady Margaret, Countess of Derby, published first in 1579, and running
into eight editions: "Sivigila (aliquis). Too good to be true," dedicated to Sir Christopher Hatton,
1580; and second part of the same, 1581, dedicated to " Sir Wm Cecill, Baron Burghley." Works
not in the B.M. are dedicated to Sir Francis Walsingham, 1582; and "A Dream of the Devill and
Dives," 1584 (unique copy in Lambeth Palace Library; and a second edition 1615; both dedicated
to Francis, Earl of Bedford.)

